Abstract—The increasing of connected tiny, low-power, embedded devices, grouped into the generic definition of "Internet of Things" (IoT), raised remarkably the amount of in-situ collected data. However, at the time of writing, IoT devices have limited storage and computational resources if compared with a cloud computing or on-premises infrastructure. IoT devices often suffer for reduced connectivity due to the place of deployment or other technical, environmental or economic reasons. In this work, we present the DagOn* workflow engine as a part of an IoT orchestration scenario oriented to operational environmental prediction. Our novel approach is devoted to join the two worlds of workflows, in which each task runs on a dynamically allocated computational infrastructure, with tiny jobs targeted to embedded devices hosting sensors and actuators. We show our preliminary results applied to a demonstration use case. We are confident that further development of the proposed technology will affect positively production applications for massive and geographically distributed data collection.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Embedded systems are becoming powerful and flexible in terms of connectivity, computing power, re-programmable behavior and straightforwardness of usage representing the iconic interface between the ephemeral world represented by the cloud computing based resources and the practical reality [1]. Both experimental use cases and production applications [2], especially in the rising field of smart cities, are demonstrating how the cloud computing and the Internet of Things (IoT) technologies converge [3], melt and evolve [4], depicting scenarios that drive the change to the scientific, industrial and everyday life landscapes [5]. IoT enabled devices are platforms hosting sensors and actuators field-deployed, dispersed, heterogeneous and really often virtually organized as fleets [6] cooperating at once as one single instrumented entity [7]. Since the early attempts to empower data acquisition with the emerging technology of grid computing, the spread of pervasive low-power connected devices increased the data availability reducing the cost per single data sample in a terrific way and, consequently, enlarging the need for computation in order to manage those data and extract from them useful information [8]. The support for large scale data processing is given by the workflow engines orchestrating cloud-provided elastic and virtually infinite computational resources playing a primary role in computational sciences and engineering because the gained overall performance, the affordability, the reliability, the availability and the reproducibility of any computational experiment [9].

In this paper, we present an IoT orchestration scenario leveraging on DagOn* [10], an open source Python library enabling the execution of workflows, which are defined as directed acyclic graph (DAG) jobs on anything (https://github.com/DagOnStar). DagOn* based workflow applications (DagOn*Apps) run on a single entry point (DagOn*Machine) spawning tasks on distributed computational resources ranging from the local machine to virtualized or containerized HPC clusters hosted on private, public or hybrid clouds. We improved the DagOn* design and implementation enabling the interaction with IoT connected devices as workflow tasks. As the development of DagOn* has been driven by the need to orchestrate a workflow for operational environmental predictions, the need to collect data from weather stations, radars, webcams and other similar equipment aimed the need for the IoT extension (Fig. 1). This picture represents the real IoT/Workflow production scenario provided by the weather-marine observation and forecasting service run by the Department of Science and Technologies of the University of Naples Parthenope in Italy (Center for Marine and Atmospheric Monitoring and Modelling, http://meteo.uniparthenope.it).

In this context, the main contribution of this paper is:

- A schema for the creation of a full featured synergy between distributed IoT based data acquisition components and distributed computation orchestrated using a workflow engine.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section II, related work is discussed, the approach requirements are motivated in Section III; Section IV is about DagOn* design strategies and IoT interfacing approach; Section V is about a real-world application focusing on environmental data collecting and processing; Section VI gives conclusion remarks and draws the path for future research development.

II. RELATED WORK

There is a large number of available workflow engines, with similar management strategy, devoting to enable the user to run complex applications involving up to millions of
jobs on different computational resources [11]. At the best of
our knowledge, we can consider Swift [12], Parsl [13],
Galaxy [14] and Pegasus [15] as the workflow environments
that are related to the presented work. Swift parallel
programming language has been designed for composing
application programs which can be executed on multi-core
processors, clusters or cloud, using a C-like syntax with
implicit parallelism. Because our application domain (both
production and on demand [16] earth system modelling,
Internet of Things data processing [17] and machine learning
tasks [18]), Swift could represent a valid alternative to
DagOn*. Nevertheless, the Swift Parallel programming
language is perfect for complex data flow description,
executing software across high performance task spawning,
but it still lacks in system integration. To overcome this
problem we developed a data flow oriented workflow engine,
as Swift, but offering the task flow definition as a feature.
Based on Swift model, Parsl is an advanced parallel workflow
engine leveraging on Python scripting library, supporting
asynchronous and implicitly parallel data-oriented workflows.
As Parsl, we offer our workflow as a Python library, but once
a workflow has been defined, its representation as JSON file
could be saved to be used via a web graphical user interface
as Galaxy. Galaxy and its extension FACE-IT Globus Galaxy [19]
represent a web-based genomic workbench which enables
users to perform computational data processing [14] in a
virtual laboratory environment, characterized by on demand
computation. For the routine execution of workflow based
applications the use of this tool could appear inappropriate,
while the use of DagOn* is well suited.

Pegasus leverages on a set of technologies helping workflow-
based applications to run in a diverse and different
computational environments. Workflows are represented
by graphs coded using the DAX XML schema. The DAX can
be generated using APIs available for programming languages
like Java and Python. At the best of our knowledge there is
no integration between Pegasus and IoT components.

A DagOn*-based application could be developed using
multiple workflows with reciprocal interaction. The developer
can implement custom task components extending the ones
already available. At the time of writing, DagOn* supports
Python naive tasks, web tasks, batch tasks, SLURM tasks,
AWS tasks, and container tasks.

III. Motivation

DagOn*, the workflow engine proposed in this paper, is the
result of our experience in executing massive workflows on a
heterogeneous infrastructure powered by different computing
resources spread across local web farms and cloud facilities.
Unlike the described workflow engines, at the best of our
knowledge, the DagOn* features related to IoT device interfac-
ing are remarkably peculiar, representing a novel contribution
in both fields of workflows for large scale science and IoT
based sensor and actuator networks. DagOn* abstracts the
concept of workflow IoT Task enabling the development of
applications interacting directly with the IoT hardware or it
can be configured using, among the others, the OpenSource
platform Stack4Things [20] and the cloud platform Amazon
Web Services IoT (AWS IoT) [21], implemented with the aim
to get the best from both IoT and Cloud Computing worlds for
the sake of offering the best technology to support the rising
architectural model based on fog computing and computation
at the edge.

AWS IoT integrates Amazon Web Services, like Amazon
Kinesis, Amazon S3, Amazon DynamoDB, Amazon Cloud-
Watch, and AWS CloudTrail, for IoT applications, allowing
to connect more devices easily and to securely interacting
with cloud applications and other devices using the messaging
protocol MQTT (Message Queue Telemetry Transport) [22].
More recently, Stack4Things, an OpenStack-based Internet of
Things framework developed at the University of Messina
(Italy), has been launched in order to facilitate the management
of IoT devices according to a Cloud-oriented approach. In
the Stack4Things architecture, the data are sent to MongoDB
and the OpenStack Dashboard, extended with an IoT-enabled
panel, is used for data visualization [23].

IV. Approach for IoT Orchestration by Using
DagOn*; Design and Implementation

We designed DagOn* in order to reduce the runtime foot-
print within the actual application. DagOn* leverages on the
application lifecycle, supported by a Python library providing
the main system components, while a not mandatory service
component is used for the monitoring and management of
workflows. In this work, we extended the DagOn* architecture
including the component devoted to coupling the embedded
device I/O with the workflow task approach (Fig. 2). A
DagOn* application is developed as Python script using any
Python extension with a regular sequential approach. Parallel
tasks are defined by using the Task component. In Fig. 2
the different task types are schematized as: Native (regular
Python functions which are executed locally in a concurrent application thread), Web (Web tasks have been designed in order to enable the developer to make workflows interacting with remote resources accessible using web services), Batch (external software components executed using SSH or a local scheduler), Cloud (a task can be embedded in a virtual machine image and executed on the cloud) and Container, (a task can be represented by a container script and executed on a containerized infrastructure).

The DagOn* Runtime performs the interaction with the executors as on premises local or remote resources instanced by either virtual machines or containers deployed on public/private/hybrid clouds.

The Task component is in charge of the dependencies, the interaction with the workflow, the file staging system and it participates to the monitoring process in conjunction with the DagOn* Service. More specialized Task types are designed as extensions of the Task component. DagOn* design considers the workflow:// schema as the root of current workflow virtual file system. Under these conditions, workflow://workflow_unique_name//task_unique_name/ is the root of the scratch directory created by the DagOn* Runtime. DagOn* uses this notation to evaluate the task dependencies using a back-reference approach. Although the workflow:// schema has been designed for batch based tasks, we used the same convention to map files into local variables in the case of native tasks (Fig. 3).

The IoT Task component is built on the functional modules:

- **Interface**. It is made upon two components working in a peculiar fashion. The Input Adapter maps a file in Python variable accessible by the IoT Task implementation. The Output Adapter works in the opposite way. In this way the workflow:// schema works even in the IoT Task context.

- **Proxy**. It is defined as an interface designed after the typical Arduino-like style programming model. The IoT Task is implemented defining the callback functions for sensors and actuators definition and initialization, the main loop kernel and what has to be performed when the exit condition is reached. This component has been designed with the abstraction in mind targeting the independence from specific IoT/Cloud technologies.

- **Abstraction**. The communication with the actual IoT device can be implemented through a direct access to the low-power hardware capabilities, GPIOs and serial ports or using IoT/Cloud management framework as AWS-IoT or Stack4Things.

- **Communicator**. It is a modular component depending on the Abstraction because it is related to the technology used to perform the communication between the machine executing the DagOn* IoT Task and the IoT Device. In a typical IoT application, the usage of the MQTT or CoAP [24] protocols is a common issue. Different types of communicators working alongside the DagOn* IoT Task are the ones based on Web Socket and REST APIs.

- **IoT Device**. Is the actual IoT Device with no restrictions about computational, storage, GPIO and communication capabilities. Devices such as Texas Instruments Simplelink CC1350 SensorTag, Ubuntu Neo, Raspberry Pi 3, Arduino Yun, ESP32 where successfully tested under the development of the IoT Task.

The orchestration of IoT infrastructure by using DagOn* is managed through a life cycle that includes two main stages: the definition of a workflow as well as the deployment of a workflow in different infrastructures and the establishment of data-flow through the workflows (from sensors to the containers to the cloud resources).

**A. Defining IoT infrastructure as a DagOn* workflow**

In the workflow definition stage, a directed graph is created (See Fig. 4) to represent the data-flows in IoT infrastructure. In this graph, the nodes represent applications to be connected to a set of sensors, whereas edges represent the data-flows produced by applications.

1) **Parallel pattern design**: In the definition of the workflow stage, patterns can be created and added to the fog nodes to improve the efficiency of the data processing in the workflows. The patterns executing applications are encapsulated into the fog nodes in parallel to reduce the response time of the processing of data. It is quite useful to process data in critical scenarios such as medical and environmental disasters.

2) **Workflow implementation**: In the first stage, we use DagOn* to define a script to launch a workflow through different IT infrastructures such as a single server, an HPC cluster, Docker containers, and a public, private or hybrid cloud. In this context, we use the Cloud and Docker tasks as nodes in an IoT infrastructure, where the Docker tasks are collocated in the Fog, closer than the cloud to IoT nodes than the Cloud. A workflow with DagOn* is defined as a Python script which is processed to resolve data dependencies between the tasks. To define a task, an infrastructure where this is going to be launched must be defined. All the kinds of tasks managed by DagOn* are interoperable between them, which simplifies the exchange of data between nodes.

**B. Deploying an IoT infrastructure using DagOn***

In the deployment stage, the graph is materialized in the form of a system running on containers (see nodes and cloud resources in Fig. 4). The nodes include applications such as acquisition, preprocessing and delivery, which are encapsulated into virtual containers created by using Docker images. In the Fog, the acquisition application is in charge to connect with the sensors and IoT devices to retrieve sensed data, the preprocessing identifies and deletes outliers, whereas the delivery is in charge of processing the sensed data and sending results forward to the cloud resources by using I/O DagOn* interfaces. This first processing of data is performed to discover information which is critical. The IoT devices receive in the short term after submitting the data to the Fog. The deployment of the solution is orchestrated by DagOn* using the information provided by the user in the definition of the tasks (such as the type of task, data dependencies, the machine to deploy it, and access credentials). Also, environmental data
The IoT Task is an extension of the native regular task. It implements the adapter interface and the proxy framework enabling the communication between the DagOn* application and the IoT device(s).

are collected from the machine where the task is going to be executed, such as the data transference protocols available (HTTP, SCP, GridFTP or link) and the access credentials to transfer data. With this information collected, DagOn* stager chooses the best transference protocol between tasks. DagOn* has support to multiple cloud providers such as OpenStack, Amazon EC2, Google Cloud Services, and DigitalOcean. The tasks deployed in instances of these cloud providers can exchange data between them. This allows deploying a heterogeneous IoT solution decentralizing the services in different cloud provider instances. All DagOn* containers expose an API Rest, which is called by the IoT devices to transmit data and attend their requests. Our model allows to increment the number of DagOn* containers executed in the Fog in a flexible way. This allows a large number of IoT devices on the edge, without impacting in the performance of other containers.

When a workflow has been deployed on an IoT infrastructure, a continuous dataflow is created to transport the data extracted from the IoT devices to fog nodes and to cloud resources.

V. USE CASE

In this section we present a use case of the orchestration of an IoT infrastructure to attend diverse and different IoT devices. We developed a real-world application focused on the environmental data collecting and processing.

A. Use case metrics

The metrics chosen to evaluate the performance of the prototype were the deployment time and the service time. The deployment time is the time required by DagOn* to launch an architecture pattern of virtual containers, whereas the service time is the time required by an application encapsulated into a virtual container to complete a given task.

B. Evaluation results

We performed experiments and the metrics (deployment and service times) were captured and evaluated. We first measured the deployment time produced by DagOn* in an
experiment where manager/worker patterns are deployed on a single computer. In this experiment, we launched (31 times) eleven patterns including different number of virtual containers (workers). In the first ten patterns, the number of workers was increased one-by-one from 1 to 10, whereas in the eleventh pattern launched 100 containers. Fig. 5 shows, on the vertical axis, the deployment time in seconds spent by DagOn* to deploy the virtual containers of the patterns evaluated in this experiment (horizontal axis). As expected, the more containers in the pattern, the more deployment time. Nevertheless, this time is acceptable as a pattern of 10 virtual containers can be operable in only 7.5 seconds, whereas a pattern of 100 containers in 75 sec.

Fig. 6 shows the service time produced by DagOn* patterns including different number of virtual containers (horizontal axis) when processing 100 and 1000 registers of data collected from five sensors (vertical axis), which were processed by the applications encapsulated into worker fog nodes (virtual containers). As it can be seen, the patterns processing data in concurrent manner improve the performance of that process. The performance gain of patterns processing 100 registers was from 42.40% for two workers to 56.47% for four workers, whereas for 1000 registers the improvement was from 31.03% for two workers to 62.18% for four workers. The improvement is steady when launching more than four workers as the computer where the pattern was deployed on only included 4 physical cores; as a result, workers end up using virtualized cores when launching more than four containers.
VI. CONCLUSION

In this work we introduced a novel DagOn* application focused on the orchestration of several diverse and different IoT connected devices through a Python based tool for data intensive scientific workflows. In the presented scenario we leveraged heavily on the deployment of Docker containers at the edge of the cloud, physically close to the IoT devices. The DagOn* programming model enables scientists and engineers to manage embedded devices, low-power single board computers and, in general, any pervasive connected object hosting sensors and actuators as part of a large scale data science workflow [25].
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